
We generally understand in a hiking holiday an easier, less strenuous 

kind of trip which is suitable even for people with not so much hiking 

experience and less physical condition. For a trekking holiday you 

should be fit enough for daily treks of several hours duration with more 

hight differences and bring some experience with you . 

 

 

 

 



Our guided holidays provide excellent guiding from our experienced, 

local guides. These guides live in their area for several years and can 

show you the most interesting places and give you insider tips. Of course 

they are in close contact with the local people, this will give you 

opportunities to have unforgettable insights in the authentically Greek 

Life. If you should have any problems or special wishes, even in case of 

emergency your guide can communicate your needs to the locals and get 

it solved. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

In a self-guided holiday you will travel and hike very independent. Some 

trips include local transfers and luggage transfers, most of our self-guided 

trips include a rental car. With the car you will drive from the airport to 

the hotel and to the start of the daily walks. You will receive detailed 

information about driving directions from the airport and about the hiking 

routes, most of them with photographs of the main points during your 

walk. A local representative is always available for further information 

and any help you could need. 

 



 

 

 

 

Tailor-Made Holidays 

Hellas by Foot is happy to organize and to work out any kind of tailor-

made hiking or trekking trip for groups of friends, hiking clubs, tour 

operators and travel agencies, for events or charities. Get some ideas and 

impressions on these pages and let us know your ideas, wishes and needs. 

The Extra Touch 

In the areas we operate there are a lot of other things to experience and to 

explore. From sightseeing at historic places with an impressive 

background of Greek and European history, learning about the 

traditional Greek way of life, spiritual experiences and courses until 

outdoor sports from an easy level to exhilarating challenges. 

Just discover Greece with an Extra Touch and make your holiday 

unforgettable! 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


